ABSTRACT
Component based software engineering (CBSE) is based on the concept of reusability. CBSE is upcoming paradigm where emphasis is laid on reuse of existing component and rebuilds a new component. Software metrics are used to check the complexity of software. Many software metrics have been proposed for CBS to measure various attributes like complexity, cohesion, coupling etc. Many different cohesion and coupling metrics have been developed. For quality software the cohesion should be high and coupling should be low. The aim of this paper is to develop adequate coupling, cohesion and interface metrics. Graph notation and concept of weights have been used to illustrate proposed metrics and evaluate the results accordingly.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software components are prefabricated building blocks that perform specific functions and that can communicate with each other using industry standard messaging interfaces. Distinct from software objects, components are larger modules that represent a higher level of functionality. A component is something that can be deployed as a black box. It has an external specification, which is independent of its internal mechanisms. Component based software engineering (CBSE) denotes the process of building software by using pre-built software components thus basing on the meaning of software components.

Metrics and Measurements are a key element for controlling software engineering process. Software metrics are quantifiable measures that could be used to measure different characteristics of a software system or the software development process. Software metrics play a very important role in assessing and predicting various attributes of software such as complexity, reusability, maintainability, testability etc. Among these attributes complexity affects all other attributes of the software. Software metrics are essential to plan, predict, monitor, control, evaluate, products and processes. The main goal of the software metrics is to reduce costs, Improve quality, Control/ Monitor schedule, small testing effort, many reusable fragments, to better understand the quality of the product and the program. The paper is organized in different sections; section 2 describes literature review of some basic coupling and cohesion metrics. Section 3 describes the proposed cohesion and coupling metrics, section 4 represents the empirical evaluation of the metrics. In the last paper concludes with a discussion of the implications of the research.

2. TRADITIONAL COUPLING AND COHESION METRICS
Coupling is a measure of the degree of independence between modules. When there is little interaction between two modules, the modules are described as loosely coupled. When there is a high degree of interaction the modules are described as tightly coupled. The component complexity closely depends on what contributes to develop components. There are many factors that affect the component Complexity like variables, interface, coupling and cohesion cyclometric complexity. Variable factors define the complexity of the variables in the component. Interface means the interaction of one component with other component. Coupling is interdependence between the components. Cohesion is interdependence of variables and methods of a component. Last factor is cyclometric complexity of the methods of the component.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDM[13]</td>
<td>“The complexity results from dependencies among system’s components. Dependency of a component C, to other component is the number of all paths in the graph from C, to other component.”[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIDM[13]</td>
<td>“This Metric computes the ratio of total number of direct interactions between the components to total number components.”[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC(CBS)[9]</td>
<td>This composite metric takes different attributes of complexity. “The result shows the effect of these parameters on complexity of a CBS.”[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IACC[9]</td>
<td>This metric shows the interaction with other component. The concept of link is used to quantify interface aspect of a component.[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC[6]</td>
<td>This metric shows the average of the incoming interactions of one component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOIC[6]</td>
<td>This metric shows the average of the outgoing interactions of one component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC(CBS)[6]</td>
<td>This Metric shows the average interface metric by summation of incoming interface and outgoing interface metrics.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 summaries different type of the complexity metrics. The dependency among components may be defined as the reliance of a component on others to support a specific
functionality or configuration [9]. In CBSE system the components interacts with other components by sharing information in order to provide system functionalities. This composition creates interaction that promotes dependencies among components. System functionalities cannot solely encapsulate within one component. Therefore changing a component may affect that composite functionality, which is reflected in different components. In addition, replacing a new version of a specific component might involve replacing the component on which it depends, in order to preserve a specific system’s functionality.

Cohesion is the measure of strength of the association of elements within a module. In other words, the extent to which all instructions in a module relate to a single function is called cohesion. Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of the cohesion metrics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LCOM[19]</td>
<td>“This metric calculate the number of pairs of methods in class using no instance variable in common.” [19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCOM3[18]</td>
<td>“Number of disjoint components in the graph that represents each method as a node and the sharing of at least one attribute as an edge.” [18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLCOM[15]</td>
<td>“Ratio of number of non-similar method pairs to total number of method pairs in the class”. [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCC[17]</td>
<td>“Ratio of number of similar method pairs to total number of method pairs in class.” [15]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These cohesion metrics considered method similarity as an intransitive relation. LCOM3 and TCC incorporate indirect relationships between methods. LCOM3 and TCC treat indirect and direct cohesion in the same way[14].

3. PROPOSED COHESION AND COUPLING METRICS

3.1 Cohesion Metrics

Cohesion is the measure of strength of the association of elements within a component. In a truly cohesive component, all of the instructions in the component pertains to performing a single unified task. The cohesive component only needs to take the data it is passed, act on them, and pass its output on to its super-ordinate component. Cohesion specifies the similarity of methods in a component. It is a measure of the extent to which the various functions performed by a component are related to one another.

COVC (Cohesion of variables within a component):

Cohesion of variables in a component refers to the frequency of variables usage by the component. A component is cohesive if the association of variables declared in the component is focused on accomplishing a single task. The instance variables are classified in three categories standard, moderate and Critical. This classification is based on data types of the instance variables. Standard include integer, float, double, Boolean etc., moderate includes string, arrays, vector, list, Critical includes class type, user defined component, pointers and references. Suppose a component C such as a class has a set of methods M(C)= \{m_1, m_2, m_3, \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots m_n\} and a set of instance variables v in V(C) = \{v_1, v_2, v_3, \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots v_m\}. Fv(C) is the set of pairs \( (v_i, m_j) \) for each instance variable v in V(C) that is used by methods m in M(C). Fv(C) is further divided into three i.e. a set of pairs \( (v_i, m_s) \) and a set of pairs \( (v_m, m_i) \) and a set of pairs \( (v_cm, m) \) for each instance variable v in V(C) that is used by methods m in M(C).

\[
\text{COVC} = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \text{FIV} \\
\text{FIV} = \sum_{i=0}^{n} [f(vsi) \ast Ws] + [f(vmi) \ast Wm] + [f(vc) \ast Wc]
\]

Here

FIV = frequency of the instance variables within a component
TV = total no of Instance Variable in a component
F(vsi) = Frequency of standard variables
F(vmi) = Frequency of moderate variables
F(vc) = Frequency of critical variables

Ws, Wm, Wc are the weight factor of the standard, moderate and critical type of variables respectively.

COMC (Cohesion of Methods within a component):

Cohesion of Methods in a component refers to the relatedness of methods and instance variables of a component. This metrics considers the interaction between the methods with in a component. Here we find out the sum of methods that use the same type of variables i.e standard, moderate, critical.

\[
\text{COMC} = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \text{COM} \\
\text{COM} = \sum_{i=0}^{n} (Msi \ast Ws) + (Mmi \ast Wm) + (MCi \ast Wc)
\]

3.2 Coupling Metrics

Coupling between components is the number of other components coupled to this component. In CBSS, coupling will be defined as: two components are coupled if and only if at least one of them acts upon other. Coupling and cohesion relate to particular relationships that exist between component and within component respectively.

In order to develop a coupling metrics a directed graph(G) is to be taken into consideration. The vertices of a graph are components and the edges between the vertices are interface
between the components. From this directed graph an interface matrix(IM(n*n)) is derived. In this matrix one represents the interface between the component and zero represents that there is no interface among the component.

\[
IM[i,j] = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if there is an interface between the component } C_i \text{ and } C_j \\
0 & \text{if there is no interface between the component } C_i \text{ and } C_j
\end{cases}
\]

Suppose there is a set of components \( C = \{c_1, c_2, c_3, \ldots, c_n\} \), let there is a set of IN parameters and OT parameters related to each component. These parameters are further classified into three categories standard, moderate and critical. Each return value is considered as IN parameter and arguments passed as OUT parameters.

The OUT parameter of all the interaction can be represented with the help of five parallel arrays. First array represents the starting vertex of interaction, second array represents the ending vertex of interaction, third array represents the number of standard out parameters passed by the starting vertex, fourth array represents the number of moderate out parameter passed by the starting vertex and fifth array represents number of critical out parameter passed by the starting vertex. The total number of rows of these parallel arrays will be determined by total number of one’s exist in the interface matrix.

**Strpoint array**: \[ \{v1,v2,v3, \ldots, vn\} \]

**Edpoint array**: \[ \{v1,v2,v3, \ldots, vn\} \]

**Std array**: \[ \{1,2,3,4, \ldots, n\} \]

**Mod array**: \[ \{1,2,3,4, \ldots, n\} \]

**Crit array**: \[ \{1,2,3,4, \ldots, n\} \]

**ACCOC(Average Component to Component Out Parameters Complexity)**:

\[
ACCOC = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{n} CCOC_i}{m}
\]

\[
CCOC = \sum_{i=0}^{n}(OS_i \times Ws) + (OM_i \times Wm) + (OC_i \times Wc)
\]

**OS**: standard type of OUT parameter

**OM**: Moderate type of OUT parameter

**OC**: Critical type of OUT parameter

Ws, Wm, Wc are weight factors for standard, moderate and critical type of parameters.

Each return value is considered as IN parameter. IN parameter can be of standard, moderate or critical. Interface method either returns a standard type of variable or moderate type of variable or critical type of variable or no value is to be returned by the interface method. The weight factor for standard variable is 0.10, for moderate variable is 0.20 and for critical variable is 0.30

\[
\text{W}_{\text{std}} = 0.10, \quad \text{W}_{\text{mod}} = 0.20, \quad \text{W}_{\text{crit}} = 0.30
\]

\[
\sum_{i=0}^{n} 0.10 \leq x_i \leq 0.30 \quad \text{if IN parameter exist}
\]

\[
0 \quad \text{if IN parameter does not exist}
\]

**CCIC**: Component to Component IN parameter Complexity

**IS**: standard type of IN parameter

**IM**: Moderate type of IN parameter

**IC**: Critical type of IN parameter

Ws, Wm, Wc are weight factors for standard, moderate and critical type of IN parameters.

**ACCC(Average Component to Component Complexity)**:

\[
ACCC = ACCIC + ACCOC
\]

**ACCC = Average Component to Component IN parameter Complexity**

**ACCOC = Average Component to Component OUT parameter Complexity**

### 4. CASE STUDY AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

#### 4.1 Cohesion

Suppose there are four components. These components are represented with the help of graph. Graph G(V,E) where V represents vertex and E represents edge.

![Figure 1](image_url)

**Figure 1** shows components relationship and their methods and variables

The following table shows the component with their method and instance variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here \( M_i \) are the methods in a class of a component and \( V_i \) are the instance variables of the class. \( V_{sv}, V_{mv} \) and \( V_{cv} \) are the standard variables, moderate variables and critical variables respectively. \( F_v \) is the frequency of each variable used by different methods. \( F_{sv}, F_{mv} \) and \( F_{cv} \) are frequency of standard, moderate and critical type of variables. SOM is the sum of methods which are using same type of variables. SOM(sv), SOM(Mv) and SOM(cv) are some of methods which are using...
Table 3 shows the frequency of different type of variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>V_c</th>
<th>Fv</th>
<th>SOM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>V_s</td>
<td>V_m</td>
<td>V_ci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COVC(c1) = (16*.1 + 3*.2 + 1*.3)/6
= 2.5/6
= 0.42

COVC(c2) = (1*.1 + 3*.2 + 1*.3)/5
= 1/5
= 0.2

COVC(c3) = (1*.1 + 1*.2 + 8*.3)/6
= 2.7/6
= 0.45

COVC(c4) = (8*.1 + 12*.2 + 5*.3)/5
= 4.7/5
= 0.94

Here .1, .2 and .3 are the weights of the standard, moderate and critical instance variables.

COMC(c1) = (7*.1 + 4*.2 + 1*.3)/7
= 1.8/7
= 0.26

COMC(c2) = (1*.1 + 2*.2 + 1*.3)/4
= .80/4
= .2

COMC(c3) = (1*.1 + 1*.2 + 4*.3)/5
= 1.5/5
= 0.3

COMC(c4) = (5*.1 + 5*.2 + 5*.3)/6
= 3/6
= 0.5

TCCC(c1) = 0.43+0.26
= 0.69

TCCC(c2) = 0.20+0.20
= 0.40

TCCC(c3) = 0.45+0.30
= 0.75

TCCC(c4) = 0.90+0.5
= 1.4

Table 4 shows COVC, COMC and TCCC values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>COVC</th>
<th>COMC</th>
<th>TCCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Graph 1 shows the graphical representation of cohesion metrics

The above line graphs shows values of COVC, COMC and TCCC of different components. X axis represents the components c1, c2, c3 and c4. This graphs shows c2 component which has lowest value of COVC, COMC and TCCC. C4 component contains the highest values for COVC, COMC and TCCC. In c4 frequency of the moderate instance variables are highest as compared to another component. After comparing their result, finding is variation of the result depends on the frequency of instance variables. Cohesion represents the togetherness of variables and methods of the component

4.2 Coupling

Suppose there are four component c1, c2, c3 and c4. Each component have some methods and instance variables. A directed graph G(v,e) represent four components, each vertex(v) in the graph represents the component and each edge(e) represents the interface among the components. Each edge has
some OUT and IN parameter which is passed by one component to another component.

\[ \text{Figure 2 shows relationship between components by passing in/out parameters.} \]

An interface matrix represents this graph with the help of interface matrix \( IM(n \times n) \). In this matrix total num of rows and Columns are equal to the total number of components or vertex. Here \( IM[i,j] \) is equal to one if there is an interface between the components and zero if there is no interface among the components.

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
A & B & C & D \\
A & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\
B & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
C & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
D & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
\end{array}
\]

We can represent the edge of graph \( G \) by parallel arrays.

\[ \text{Table 5 shows different parallel arrays showing out and in parameters.} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Srpnt[]</th>
<th>Edpnt[]</th>
<th>St[]</th>
<th>Mod[]</th>
<th>Crit[]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first row of the array represents that there is an interface between component A and component B which has six out parameters of moderate type and so on. From these arrays we will find the ACCOC.

\[ \text{ACCOC} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} IM(i,j) \right) \]

\[ \text{CCOC} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (OSi \times WSi) + (OMi \times WMi) + (OCi \times WCi) \]

\[ \text{CCOC}_1 = 6 \times 0.10 + 0 \times 0.20 + 0 \times 0.30 = 0.6 \]

\[ \text{CCOC}_2 = 0 \times 0.10 + 0 \times 0.20 + 6 \times 0.30 = 1.8 \]

\[ \text{CCOC}_3 = 3 \times 0.10 + 3 \times 0.20 + 0 \times 0.30 = 0.9 \]

\[ \text{CCOC}_4 = 0 \times 0.10 + 2 \times 0.20 + 4 \times 0.30 = 1.6 \]

\[ \text{CCOC}_5 = 2 \times 0.10 + 2 \times 0.20 + 2 \times 0.30 = 1.2 \]

\[ \text{ACCOC} = \frac{(1.2 + 0.6 + 1.8 + 0.9 + 1.6 + 1.2)}{4} = 7.3/4 = 1.825 \]

\[ \text{CCIC} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} IM(i,j) \right) \times \frac{CCIC_i}{m} \]

\[ \text{CCIC}_1 = 0.20, \text{CCIC}_2 = 0.10, \text{CCIC}_3 = 0.30, \text{CCIC}_4 = 0.30, \text{CCIC}_5 = 0.20 \]

\[ \text{ACCIC} = \frac{(0.20 + 0.10 + 0.30 + 0.30 + 0.30 + 0.20)}{4} = 1.4/4 = 0.35 \]

\[ \text{ACCC} = \text{ACCIC} + \text{ACCOC} = 0.35 + 1.825 = 2.175 \]

\[ \text{Table 6 shows interface coupling metrics} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>CCOC</th>
<th>ACCOC</th>
<th>CCIC</th>
<th>ACCIC</th>
<th>ACCCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.825</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>2.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \text{Graph 2 shows graphical representation of the result of coupling metrics} \]

The above graph shows the different interfaces. Here I2 has the lowest values for CCOC and CCIC and I3 has highest values for CCOC and CCIC. Coupling represents how much one component is dependent on the other component. Coupling
should be low. From this I2 has the lowest coupling i.e component A and C are not much dependent on each other.

5. CONCLUSION
In the example there are four components, each component having a class and having some member functions and some instance variables. After comparing their result, finding is variation of the result depends on the frequency of instance variables and type of variables used within component. In the example the value of TCCC of C4 is higher than other components; based on the fact that the frequency of the moderate variables is higher than the standard and critical variables. To make things more clear one can state that if the frequency of the moderate instance variables is more than the frequency of the standard and critical variables within a component then the resulting cohesion value is high which indicates that the complexity of the component is low and hence the reusability factor is better compared to other components.

In standard rule Cohesion should be high and coupling should be low. Cohesion represents the togetherness of variables and methods of the component. Here C4 component represents the higher relatedness of their variables and methods. In coupling there are six interfaces each interface has different number of IN and OUT parameters of different types. In this example the interface2 has lowest value of CCOC and CCIC metrics because interface2 has standard OUT parameters and standard IN parameter. From this the conclusion is to be drawn that the complexity (coupling or cohesion) of the component depends on the frequency of the variables and the type of variables. The result shows that these parameters affect the complexity of the component. The proposed complexity appears to be logical and fits the intuitive understanding but is not the only criteria for deciding the overall complexity of a CBSE. More empirical research by applying our proposed metrics in the real CBSS systems is also one of our future works. Using data from industry implemented projects will provide a basis to examine the relationship between proposed metric values and several quality attributes of CBS.
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